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The Kurds held the vote despite threats from Baghdad,
Iraq’s powerful eastern neighbor Iran, and Turkey, the
region’s main link to the outside world. “This referendum
decision, which has been taken without any consultation,
is treachery,” Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan said,
repeating threats to cut off the pipeline that carries hun-
dreds of thousands of barrels of oil a day from northern
Iraq to global markets.

He warned that Iraqi Kurds would go hungry if Turkey
imposed sanctions and said military and economic meas-
ures could be used against them.

Iraqi Kurds - part of the largest ethnic group left state-
less when the Ottoman empire collapsed a century ago -
say the referendum acknowledges their contribution in
confronting Islamic State after it overwhelmed the Iraqi
army in 2014 and seized control of a third of Iraq.

Voters were asked to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the question:
“Do you want the Kurdistan Region and Kurdistani areas
outside the (Kurdistan) Region to become an independ-
ent country?” With 30 million ethnic Kurds scattered
across the region, mainly in Iraq, Iran, Turkey and Syria,
governments fear the spread of separatism to their own
Kurdish populations. Iraqi soldiers joined Turkish troops
for military exercises in southeast Turkey yesterday near
the border with Iraq’s Kurdistan region. Turkey also took
the Rudaw TV channel off its satellite service TurkSat, a
Turkish broadcasting official said.

State department
The US State Department said it was “deeply disap-

pointed” by the KRG’s decision to conduct the referendum
but added that Washington’s “historic relationship” with
the people of the Iraqi Kurdistan Region would not
change. Asked about the referendum, White House

spokeswoman Sarah Sanders said on Monday: “We hope
for a unified Iraq to annihilate ISIS (Islamic State) and cer-
tainly a unified Iraq to push back on Iran.”

The European Union regretted that the Kurds had
failed to heed its call not to hold the referendum and said
Iraqi unity remained essential in facing the threat from
Islamic State. The Kremlin signaled its opposition to a
Kurdish breakaway in northern Iraq, saying Moscow
backed the territorial integrity of countries in the region.
Iran banned flights to and from Kurdistan on Sunday,
while Baghdad asked foreign countries to stop oil trading
with the Kurdish region and demanded that the KRG
hand over control of its international airports and border
posts with Iran, Turkey and Syria.

Iranian Major General Yahya Rahim Safavi, a top adviser
to the Supreme Leader, called on “the four neighboring
countries to block land borders” with the Iraqi Kurdish
region, according to state news agency IRNA. Tehran sup-
ports Shiite Muslim groups that have ruled or held securi-
ty and government positions in Iraq since the US-led inva-
sion that toppled Saddam Hussein in 2003. Syria,
embroiled in a devastating civil war and whose Kurds are
pressing ahead with their own self-determination, reject-
ed the referendum.

KRG Prime Minister Nechirvan Barzani said he hoped
to maintain good relations with Turkey. “The referendum
does not mean independence will happen tomorrow, nor
are we redrawing borders,” he said in Arbil on Monday. “If
the ‘yes’ vote wins, we will resolve our issues with
Baghdad peacefully.” British Foreign Secretary Boris
Johnson reiterated London’s opposition to the vote, urg-
ing “all sides to refrain from provocative statements and
actions in its aftermath. “The priority must remain the
defeat of Daesh and returning stability to liberated areas,”
he added, a reference to Islamic State militants who con-
tinue to control parts of Iraq and Syria. —  Reuters

Erdogan threatens Kurds

KUTUPALONG: Two hours’ walk from the nearest road,
with no toilets or clean water and little proper shelter, the
vast area of scrubland Bangladesh has set aside for more
than 400,000 Rohingya refugees is a miserable place to
call home. Over the last week, Bangladesh authorities
have cleared hundreds of thousands of newly-arrived
refugees from roadsides and private land near the border
with Myanmar where they had set up camp, and ordered
them to head for the 2,000-acre site, an extension of the
largest existing camp at Kutupalong.  

But almost nothing has been set up for them there.
Bangladesh has for decades been home to Rohingya
refugees who live in camps run by the United Nations
where they have access to food, sanitation and clean
water. But the poor, overpopulated country is no haven for
the estimated 436,000 Rohingya who have arrived in the
last month after fleeing violence that the UN has called a
“textbook example of ethnic cleansing”. 

The unprecedented speed and scale of the latest influx
has completely overwhelmed the existing camps. Some of
the new arrivals, who now make up the majority of the
refugees in Bangladesh, have been taken in by relatives
already in those camps, others by local families. But many
more have had to fend for themselves and have headed to
the new site known as the Kutupalong Extension, where
tents set up by the UN refugee agency quickly filled up.
Newer arrivals have had to haul bamboo poles and tar-
paulins up steep, muddy slopes and across rivers swollen
by the recent monsoon rains to build makeshift shelters
that appear unlikely to survive the upcoming cyclone sea-
son.  

Those makeshift shelters now stretch as far as the eye
can see-even though the United Nations says the site, allo-
cated by the government just 10 days ago, is unfit for
habitation. Every year, cyclones batter this part of the
Bangladesh coast, and the season is just weeks away.  As if
that wasn’t enough, the area is part of a forest reserve that
is home to elephants. Last week two elderly Rohingya
refugees were trampled to death as they slept in another
part of the reserve.

The UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Filippo
Grandi, who visited the area over the weekend, said he
had been struck by “the incredible magnitude” of the
refugees’ needs. “They need everything-they need food,

they need clean water, they need shelter, they need prop-
er health care,” he said.  “Perhaps most urgent is to find
them proper accommodation as most of them are in
makeshift shelters in areas outside the proper camps.”

Quagmire
Bangladesh has only just given the army clearance to

start work on constructing an access road to the new
site. Aid agency sources said that last week it was given
the funds to build a 20-kilometre road and two bridges.
Until that happens, no aid can be transported in, mean-
ing the refugees have to walk long distances to collect
food and water.

But the heavy rains that have turned the area into a
quagmire could bring further delays. No work has yet been
done on the construction of 14,000 large shelters that the
government said would be built within 10 days after it allo-
cated the land on September 16. One aid agency source
said the government was still figuring out what kind of
shelters it should build-meaning that the process is unlike-
ly to start soon. The UN says it is not even clear how many
people have settled on the new site-further complicating
the already daunting task of providing aid.

An estimated 60 percent of the new refugees are chil-
dren, but there are no schools for them-even the ones in
the established camps have now been occupied by new
arrivals and desks turned into makeshift beds. Action
Against Hunger, which is providing hot meals for new
refugees, reports “alarming” rates of child malnutrition,
with around six percent of under-fives severely malnour-
ished. Doctors Without Borders, which has operated in the
Rohingya camps for decades, says existing medical facili-
ties are now completely overwhelmed.

It has warned that a public health emergency may be
just around the corner, with refugees having to drink
water from streams or shallow wells contaminated with
excreta. Nosima Khatun, 30, says she arrived in Bangladesh
five days ago with her husband and five children after
fleeing her village in Myanmar.  Unable to find space at
the established camps, they went to the new site, and now
face a four-hour round trip to the main aid distribution
spots. “It takes more than two hours on foot, but we have
no food left where we are staying,” she said, as her baby
wriggled in her arms. — AFP 

KUTUPALONG, Bangladesh: Rohingya refugees reach up for relief supplies at the Kutupalong refugee camp. — AFP 
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Women were also allowed into a sports stadium-pre-
viously a male-only arena-to watch a musical concert, a
move that chimes with the government’s “Vision 2030”
plan for social and economic reform as the kingdom
prepares for a post-oil era. With more than half the
country aged under 25, Prince Mohammed, the archi-
tect of Vision 2030, is seen as catering to the aspiration
of the youth with an array of entertainment options and
promoting more women in the workforce.

Tight restrictions   
The gambit to loosen social restrictions, which had

so far not translated into more political and civil rights,
seeks to push criticism over a recent political crackdown
out of the public eye, some analysts say. Authorities this
month arrested more than two dozen people, including
influential clerics and activists, in what critics decried as
a coordinated crackdown. Ultra-conservative Saudi
Arabia has some of the world’s tightest restrictions on
women, despite ambitious government reforms aimed
at boosting female employment.

Under the country’s guardianship system, a male
family member-normally the father, husband or broth-
er-must grant permission for a woman’s study, travel

and other activities. But the kingdom appears to be
relaxing some norms as part of the Vision 2030 plan.
Yesterday’s announcement comes at a crucial time for
Saudi Arabia. The OPEC kingpin is in a battle for regional
influence with arch-rival Iran, bogged down in a contro-
versial military intervention in neighboring Yemen and
at loggerheads with fellow US Gulf ally Qatar.

The 32-year-old Crown Prince Mohammed is set to
be the first millennial to occupy the throne, although
the timing of his ascension remains unknown. Already
viewed as the de facto ruler controlling all the major
levers of government, from defense to the economy,
the heir apparent is seen as stamping out traces of
internal dissent before any formal transfer of power
from his 81-year-old father King Salman.

Meanwhile, United States yesterday welcomed
Saudi Arabia’s decision to join the rest of the world in
allowing women behind the wheel. Washington is a
firm friend of the Saudi kingdom, but has often been
embarrassed by its ally’s conservative religious and
social attitudes. “We’re happy to hear that,” State
Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert told
reporters when informed of the Saudi decision.  “It’s a
great step in the right direction. We’re just happy today.
A very positive sign.” — Agencies 

Saudi to allow women to drive in historic...

RIYADH: A Saudi education official has been sacked over
a schoolbook that accidentally included a doctored pho-
tograph of a former ruler sitting next to a “Star Wars”
character, triggering online ridicule. The black-and-white
image shows King Faisal, Saudi Arabia’s third monarch,
signing the United Nations Charter in 1945, with the
diminutive Jedi master Yoda perched next to him.

Saudi Arabia scrambled last week to withdraw the
textbook. The government has sacked Mohammad Bin
Atiyah Al-Harithi, the Deputy Education Minister for
Curricula, saying that new versions of the textbook are
being printed after the ‘inadvertent error’. “Education
Minister Ahmed Al-Eissa to terminate the mandate of ...
Harithi and all those responsible for reviewing and
approving textbooks,” the education ministry said in a
statement Monday.

The photo was a creation of 26-year-old Saudi artist

Abdullah Al-Shehri, who has gained renown for mixing
pop culture icons into historic photographs. Shehri said
he was surprised to see his photograph end up in the
school textbook. He told the New York Times that he
paired King Faisal and Yoda as they were both intelli-
gent and because Yoda’s green skin and lightsaber
match the green of the Saudi flag.

He stressed he had meant no offence to the king,
seen widely as the architect of Saudi Arabia’s modern-
ization. The error prompted light-hearted banter on
social media. One Saudi schoolteacher jested that this
error symbolized “payback” after the Education Ministry
introduced an extra hour of classes in schools earlier
this year. “Remember when Yoda signed the United
Nations charter back in 1945 with Faisal of Saudi, @star-
wars? “Saudi Ministry of Education does!” one Twitter
user said. — AFP 

Saudi official axed over king

image with ‘Star Wars’ icon
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domestic staff to endure long hours, unpaid wages
and abuse. The new law covers 19 service work occupa-
tions, including guards, parking valet workers, gardeners,
domestic workers, cooks, and nannies, as well as private
trainers, nurses, and drivers.    

It is set to take effect two months after its publication
in the official gazette. While welcoming the legal change,
rights organizations have voiced concerns about its
enforcement and implementation-like how labor inspec-
tions will be conducted. Another area of concern is the
‘kafala’ or sponsorship system, which forces foreign work-
ers to seek their employer’s consent to change jobs or
leave the country. — Reuters

UAE tackles forced labor, harassment 


